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i feel like ive come full circle since i started working at marcos in 1999. ive been a part of the marcos team since the brands
inception and have been able to witness it grow into what it is today. if youre looking to own your own pizza business, i

recommend talking to marcos first, and youll see how it made me feel when i was doing the same thing. supreme commands a
total operation revenue of more than $2.6 billion. its acquisition strategy and robust pipeline are fueling its growth in the

northeast, where it signed its first restaurant development agreement in 2018. specifically, this will allow us to identify what
we think are the most efficent areas for our franchisees to implement the most meaningful improvements. from the capital

markets, weve seen continued support for the pizza category, and the investment community has responded positively to the
pizza brands healthy long term balance sheet with a strong financial profile. marcos is a good business, with strong

fundamentals. its not a one-hit wonder like papa johns, which is primarily a delivery-based company, said gullapalli. its a little
bit different, a little bit more pizza focused, and it provides a great option for entry-level franchisees to get in on the ground

level of a top franchisee brand. a.i.-enabled voice-to-text ordering is just one example of how marcos is looking to innovate in
the category, said gullapalli. its also looking at innovations in its automated pizza making, which will help to reduce labour

costs and further maximize its efficiencies. its great for our franchisees to get into the brand, and i think its great to be able to
train our franchisees in something that can be implemented later in their careers.
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supreme: pizza empire is an excellent
restaurant business simulation game.
all you need is your appetite. choose
from a variety of different pizzas to
deliver. each pizza is available in a

different style and/or toppings. please
select the pizza style and toppings

from the dropdown menu. the game
allows you to develop and manage
your own franchise. you may start

your own pizza business. please select
the type of pizza you wish to sell.

choose the location you wish to sell
your pizza. also, please select the

toppings from the dropdown menu. all
the elements that people love about

pizza are still there. it has always been
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delicious and that has remained true.
its as quick as any other pizza and in
this environment, thats what people

want. it is delicious and its convenient,
which is important to our customers,
said dineen. supreme added that the

company is also expanding its menu. it
is also expanding its delivery options.

if you are looking for a great pizza
experience, look no further, supreme
said. youll find the best pizza in the
area. supreme says its mission is to
provide quality service with fresh,

delicious pizza. to do that, it is striving
to deliver more pizza and do more

delivery in more markets. in new york
city, supreme said it delivers

approximately 3,000 pizzas a week.
gullapalli sees consumers as the

centerpiece of all their innovation and
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the future of the industry is about
customer experience. ceo justine

gullapalli says it's about creating an
experience that is unlike any other,
and this is about the customer and

their needs and wants. you can't have
the chef-driven, gourmet experience

without having customer-focused
operations, and vice versa.
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